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RECEIVING 

ckancllar~ 
- OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS -

CHANDLER SWATCH CUTTER 

The machines are shipped completely assembled with possible exception of the front and rear 
•1 • tables. To make handling easier, do not assemble tables on larger machines until they are at their 

location. 
The machine should be set on a level floor. It should rest equally on the four corners of the main 
frames. If necessary, put shims under any corner which does not seem to be taking Its full 
weight. 

OILING 

Oil machine regularly· lack of oil will cause binding and excessive friction. Oil all linkages, holes 
marked In red and especially the cutter bar ways. We recommend a light sewing machine oil· a 
good quality which will not gum up. 

CUTTING SYSTEMS 

Two systems of cutting may be used In the operation of Chandler Swatch Cutters. They are as 
follows: 

' 1. Cutting against a thin square soft fibre board; 3/1 .6" thick. This is the most popular system 
and Is the most popular system and is employed when the machine Is used purely for 
cutting sample swatches. It is only necessary to place the material to be cut on the fibre 
board and then move the material on the board to the various sizes to be cut. Then without 
disturbing the position of the material, turn the fibre board around and cut the other way. In 
this way small samples cannot shift and the cut will be square. Thousands of uniform and 
accurately cut samples can be produced without any extra handling. When one side of the 
fibre cutting board becomes excesslvly worn, turn it over and use the other side. 

2. Cutting directly against the hard fibre block located in the bed of the machine. This method 
Is used primarily when long strips of material or fabric from rolls are being cut. Also when 
assembled swatch books are trimmed. When the block becomes worn, turn it to a new sur
face. When all four sides of the block have become worn, it should be replaced with a new 
one. 

RESHARPENING KNIFE 

The Pinking Knives for Swatch cutting equipment are made of the very highest grade tool steel, 
carefully hardened and tempered. If these knives become dull from use or become knlcked by 
cutting Into pins or clips, It Is recommended that these knives be returned to our factory for 
specialized resharpenlng. 

We suggest that pinking knives be returned to u~ periodically for resharpening as a dull blade will 
require undue pressure to cut properly, resulting in strain on the other operating parts of the 
equipment. 

Specialized factory resharpenlng requires skilled hand finishing that cannot be eliminated. We 
caution our customers that it is a very poor practice to attempt to touch up these knives by filing, 
as normally this practice results in going below cutting surface, which then requires abnormal 
pressure for cutting. 

For proper specialized resharpening, retur_n k~ivEt~ to: _ . ·-·--- -
. - ' 400 Veterans Blvd. 

Cfiandfer :Macfiine,LLC carlstadt, NJ 01012 
212-741-2474 

We recommend that an extra sharpened knife be kept on hand at all times, as this will prevent 
loss of operating time when the dull knife is returned to us for resharpening. 
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CUTTING FOREIGN OBJECTS 

It Is very Important NOT to cut any foreign objects, It is very easy to get something underneath or 
between the layers of material being cut. Care must be exercised to keep the work plate clear at 
all times of scissors, screw drivers, steel rulers, or any other metal objects which may get in bet
ween the layers of cloth and which could cause serious damage to the knife. Avoid cutting paper 
clips, staples, etc. These nick the knife and make resharpenlng necessary. 

ADJUSTMENT 

All machines are shipped with the cutter bar properly adjusted for cutting either against the fibre 
block (located In the bed of the machine), or for cutting with the 3/16" thick fibre board. Any fur
ther adjustments are made by loosening locking bolts and then simply turning the adjusting 
screw located between the connecting links. This adjustment raises or lowers the blade. 

Retighten locking bolts after adjusting. 

ADJUSTING 
SCREW 

LOCKING 
BOLTS 

Excessive cutting pressure will quickly spoil the knife. The proper adjustment Is made when the 
knife cuts slightly Into the board ·or the block. When the knife is resting against the fibre board 
(block), the handle should be close to the frame. 

Use only enough cutting pressure to cut cleanly. (Handle should always come down to, and hit, 
them main frame with slight further pressure). 

· If the fibre block becomes worn, take It out and turn It to a new cutting surface rather than ad
justing the linkage. If the knife Is resharpened (which changes it's length), the proper adjustment 
as outlined should also be made. 
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